This supporting information file contains additional information including a summary of the number of peptides characterized from known prohormones. We identified 85 peptides from SON punches that are processed from known prohormones using our multistage extraction protocol combined with tandem mass spectrometry. The total number of previously unreported peptides is 26. Of these, 20 peptides are from known prohormones and the rest are from other proteins. Once a prohormone was determined to be present by the characterization of a peptide via tandem MS, other unassigned peaks were mass matched to the known prohormones. In the later case, we considered expected prohormone products output from the Figure S2 includes the higher molecular weight range from a small group of MCNs. In the higher mass range we identified thymosin beta and neurophysin II. Many other peaks were present but due to the small amount of material present, we have not assigned them.
highlights the different protocols used to extract peptides from the SON. Because specific protocols allowed us to detect different peaks, our final protocol involved multiple stages. For example, AVP, Progonadoliberin [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] Figure S2 includes the higher molecular weight range from a small group of MCNs. In the higher mass range we identified thymosin beta and neurophysin II. Many other peaks were present but due to the small amount of material present, we have not assigned them. 
